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1 Cumulative ill-formedness in experimental data

Ohala and Ohala (1986) present experimental results that are problematic for Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) model of
phonotactic knowledge. They point out that the SPE theory does not distinguish between a word with one ill-formed
structure and a word with multiple instances of ill-formedness. Cumulative ill-formedness equally plays no role in
standard Optimality Theory (OT: Prince and Smolensky 2004).

In their pilot study, they show that English speakers do distinguish between nonce words on this basis:

Though the results are obviously preliminary, the e!ect does look robust. Perhaps because it seems so clear that it
would hold up in a more systematic study, there seems not to have been a subsequent investigation of the e!ect of
cumulativity in word-likeness/acceptability judgments (though see the discussion of Hay et al. 2004 in Pierrehumbert
2001).

2 Absence of cumulativity in typological data

In this section, I show how unrestricted cumulativity produces implausible phonological systems. To do so, I provide
examples that use Optimality Theory with Local Conjunction (OT-LC; Smolensky2006: 43); this draws on previous
critiques of OT-LC (esp. McCarthy1999; 2003). See Lubowicz (2005) for recent discussion of how imposing limits
on conjunction may solve some of these problems, as well as Moreton and Smolensky (2002) for inherent restrictions
on OT-LC analyses of chain shifts.
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Smolensky (2006: 43) defines local conjunction as in (1).

(1) Local conjunction within a domain D

*A&D *B is violated if and only if a violation of *A and a (distinct) violation of *B both occur within a single
domain of type D.

The example in (2) shows how a conjunction of two independently motivated constraints can be used to produce an
attested system that the unconjoined constraints cannot yield.

(2) Local conjunction analysis of final devoicing

/bad/ N!C!"#&S eg*V!$%&O'( I"&)*-V%& N!C!"# *V!$%&O'(

bat * * *
bad *! * **
pat **! *
pad *! * * *

The example in (3) shows how a di!erent conjunction yields an unattested pattern (Ito and Mester 1998):

(3) Local conjunction analysis of initial devoicing

/bad/ N!C!"#&S egI"&)*-V!$%& *V!$%&O'( N!C!"# I"&)*-V%&

pad * * *
bat *! * * *
bad **! *
pat *! * **

Unattested systems can also be produced by conjoining markedness constraints. One such system devoices an obstru-
ent if there is a coda anywhere in the word:

(4) a. /batalak/![patalak]

b. /batala/! [batala]

This system emerges if we conjoin NoCoda and *VoiceObs over the domain of the word:

(5) Local conjunction analysis of long-distance cumulativity

/batalak/ N!C!"#&Wd*V!$%&O'( I"&)*-V%& N!C!"# *V!$%&O'(

batalak *! * *
patalak * *

/batala/ N!C!"#&Wd*V!$%&O'( I"&)*-V%& N!C!"# *V!$%&O'(

batala *
patala *!

If we self-conjoin a markedness constraint over the domain of the word, we limit words to one instance of the marked
structure (note that recursive self-conjunction allows a limit of 2, of 3, of 4,...):
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(6) Local conjunction analysis of long-distance cumulativity with a single constraint

/bat/ N!C!"#&WdN!C!"# M#+ N!C!"#

bat *!
bat *

/bantat/ N!C!"#&WdN!C!"# M#+ N!C!"#

banta * *
bantat *! **

While some attested phenomena can be analyzed in this way (e.g. Alderete 1997, Suzuki 1998, Itô and Mester 2003),
no proposal has successfully distinguished them from the vast range of cases that do not occur.

Markedness constraints conjoined in their smallest common domain can also yield implausible systems. For example,
a conjunction of two constraints demanding assimilation can create a system in which assimilation of one feature
occurs only when the segments disagree in their specification for the other feature.

(7) Local conjunction analysis of “anti-parasitic assimilation”

/bo+ty/ A,-&&-B#%.&A,-&&-H&$,/* I"&)*-B#%. A,-&&-B#%. A,-&&-H&$,/*

[boty] *! * *
[botu] * *

/bu+ty/ A,-&&-B#%.&A,-&&-H&$,/* I"&)*-B#%. A,-&&-B#%. A,-&&-H&$,/*

[buty] *
[butu] * !

Attested languages display the reverse pattern of parasitic assimilation (see recently Rose and Walker 2004).

The dilemma:

(8) Acceptability ratings show evidence of cumulative ill-formedness, but unrestricted cumulative constraint in-
teraction produces implausible phonological systems

The proposed resolution:

(9) Harmonic Grammar provides a restrictive theory of cumulative interaction in Input-Output mappings, and can
also be used to model the (presumably) less restricted cumulativity in acceptability ratings

3 Cumulativity and its absence in HG I-O mappings

In Harmonic Grammar (HG; Legendre et al. 1990b,c; Smolensky and Legendre 2006), representations are evaluated
in terms of their Harmony, which is calculated by a simple linear equation. The representations’ scores on a set of
constraints {C1, C2, C3,...Cn} are each multiplied by the constraint’s coe"cient, or weight (W), and are then summed:

(10) H = C1W1 + C2W2 + C3W3, + ... + CnWn
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As Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004: 236) point out, this score can be used to choose the optimal mapping between
levels of representation in an OT-like theory of generative grammar.

If we convert violations to corresponding negative integers, and the optimum is the candidate with maximal Harmony,
then constraints with higher weights will have stronger e!ects in determining the optimum:

(11) A weighted constraint tableau

Weight 1.5 1 H
/Input/ Constraint-1 Constraint-2

Output-1 -1 -1
Output-2 -1 -1.5

Here the outcome is identical to an OT ranking Constraint-1 >> Constraint-2.

The following tableau illustates a scenario in which the result of the HG weighting diverges from the corresponding
ranking (a gang e!ect; termed a groupwise asymmetric trade-o! in Pater 2007):

(12) HG !OT

Weight 1.5 1 1 H
/Input/ Constraint-1 Constraint-2 Constraint-2

Output-1 -1 -1 -2
Output-2 -1 -1.5

The pair of tabeaux in (11) and (12) illustrate the greater power of HG relative to OT: there is no ranking of these
constraints that will produce these optima. Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004: 236) and Legendre et al. (2006b) fear
that this power is excessive.

The main point of this section (see also Legendre et al. 2006b):

(13) In terms of its ability to produce cumulative interactions, HG is (perhaps surprisingly) restrictive

In particular:

(14) It generates none of the cases of cumulative interaction discussed in section 2 because none fit the violation
profile in (12)

First, initial devoicing. The desired optimum is shown by a pointing finger. However, no weighting can in fact choose
that optimum, since it is harmonically bounded by final devoicing (NoCodaVoice is included because coda devoicing
is also impossible without it).

(15) No initial devoicing in HG

/bad/ N!C!"#V!$%& *V!$%&O'( N!C!"# I"&)*-V%&

pad -1 -1 -1 -1
bat -1 -1 -1
bad -1 -2 -1
pat -1 -2
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Next, long distance coda-driven devoicing:

(16) An impossible pair of optima in HG

/batalak/ I"&)*-V%& N!C!"# *V!$%&O'(

batalak -1 -1
patalak -1 -1

/batala/ I"&)*-V%& N!C!"# *V!$%&O'(

batala -1
patala -1

Here there is no weighting that will simultaneously choose both optima. For a candidate to be picked as optimal, its
summed weighted violation score must be higher than its competitors. For /batalak/ ![patalak], we thus have the
entailed inequality in (17a.), which is equivalent to (17b.)

(17) a. w(NoCoda) + w(*VoiceObs) > w(NoCoda) + w(Ident-Vce)

b. w(*VoiceObs) > w(Ident-Vce)

From /batalak/! [batala], we can infer the following weighting condition:

(18) w(Ident-Vce) > w(*VoiceObs)

These are obviously inconsistent - the moral:

(19) Optimality is comparative and relative to a given Input: what is important is the di!erence between candidates.

Because of the comparative nature of optimality, the shared violation of NoCoda in (16) is irrelevant. The same point
applies to the “anti-parasitic assimilation” case, and to multiple violations of a single constraint. A system in which
codas are eliminated when their number exceeds n is impossible in HG:

(20) No one-coda maximum in HG

/bat/ N!C!"# M#+

bat -1
ba -1

/bantat/ N!C!"# M#+

bantat -2
banta -1 -1

The inconsistent weighting conditions:

(21) a. /bat/! [bat]: w(Max) > w(NoCoda)

b. /bantat/! [bantat]: w(NoCoda) > w(Max)

The shared NoCoda violation in [banta] and [bantat] is irrelevant.

These results would not hold if we set a numerical cut-o! on well-formedness. For example, if we defined well-formed
mappings as those withH > -1.5, we could produce the one-coda maximum, as shown in (22).
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(22) Evaluation of mappings with cut-o! of -1.5

Weight 1 H
NoCoda

"
/bat/![bat] -1 -1

"
/bantat/![banta] -1 -1

* /bantat/![bantat] -2 -2

So what can HG do? Shigeto Kawahara (p.c.) brings the following attested cumulative interaction to my attention
(Nishimura2003, Kawahara 2006). It provides a useful example of the conditions that must obtain for HG to generate
such an interaction.

In Japanese loanwords, pairs of voiced obstruents are permitted (data from Kawahara 2006):

(23) Violations of Lyman’s Law in loanwords

bagii ’buggy’ bagu ’bug’ gibu ’give’
bogii ’bogey’ dagu ’Doug’
bobu ’Bob’ giga ’giga’

Voiced obstruent geminates also occur in loanwords:

(24) Voiced/voiceless obstruent geminate near-minimal pairs in Japanese loanwords

webbu ’web’ wippu ’whipped (cream)’
sunobbu ’snob’ sutoppu ’stop’
habburu ’Hubble’ kappuru ’couple’
kiddo ’kid’ kitto ’kit’
reddo ’red’ autoretto ’outlet’
heddo ’head’ metto ’helmet’

When a word contains both a voiced geminate and a voiced obstruent, the geminate is optionally, but categorically,
devoiced:

(25) Optional devoicing of a geminate in Lyman’s Law environment

guddo ~ gutto ’good’ doggu ~ dokku ’dog’
beddo ~ betto ’bed’ baggu ~ bakku ’bag’
doreddo ~ doretto ’dredlocks’ kappuru ’couple’
baddo ~ batto ’bad’ doraggu ~ dorakku ’drug’
deibiddo ~ deibitto ’David’ biggu ~ bikku ’big’
budda ~ butta ’Buddha’

Such devoicing is judged unacceptable in both (23) and (24).

In HG, this devoicing pattern can be analyzed as an instance of cumulative interaction between *Voice-Obs and Ito and
Mester’s (1986) OCP-Voice (see Nishimura’s 2003 OT-LC analysis; see Kawahara 2006 for a critique and a di!erent
expansion of the OT constraint set):
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(26) Japanese loanword devoicing as cumulative constraint interaction

Weight 1.5 1 H
/bobu/ I"&)*-V!$%& OCP-V!$%&
[bobu] -1 -1
[bopu] -1 -1.5

Weight 1.5 1 H
/webbu/ I"&)*-V!$%& *V!$%&-O'(
[webbu] -1 -1
[weppu] -1 -1.5

Weight 1.5 1 1 H
/doggu/ I"&)*-V!$%& *V!$%&-O'( OCP-V!$%&
[doggu] -1 -1 -2
[dokku] -1 -1.5

In the last tableau, violations of *Voice-Obs and OCP-Voice trade-o! against a single violation of Ident-Voice.

The requirement that constraint violations trade-o! in this way between candidates places tight restrictions on the set
of cumulative interactions produced by HG in Input-Output mappings (though see Pater 2006; 2007 for discussion of
further issues). The result is a theory of cumulative constraint interaction with inherent restrictions on co-relevance
and locality (cf. McCarthy’s 2003 critique of OT-LC).

4 Gradient acceptability in HG and OT

Gradient acceptability can be categorized into two types - here I provide examples from phonotactics:

(27) Types of gradient acceptability

i. Gradient well-formedness: Two attested structures in a language di!er in their acceptability

Hebrew roots with identical consonants in C2 and C3 (SMM) vs. heterorganic sequences (PSM) (Berent and
Shimron 1997; Berent et al. 2001)

Arabic roots with homorganic consonants of di!erent degrees of similarity (Frisch and Zawaydeh 2001)

English singleton onsets and codas of di!erent degrees of sonority (Moreton et al. 2005)

English sKVK vs. sTVT (Coetzee 2004;Pater and Coetzee 2005)

ii. Gradient ill-formedness: Two unattested structures di!er in their acceptability

Cumulative ill-formedness (see section 1)

Onset clusters unattested in English (Scholes 1966; Pertz and Bever 1975; Smolensky et al. 2003; Berent et al.
2006)

English sKVK vs. sPVP (Coetzee 2004)

I abstract from variation between outcomes for a single Input, which can be seen as a grey area between a structure
being attested and unattested (see Boersma and Hayes 2001 on the connection between frequency of variants and
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well-formedness judgments). I also abstract from possible mismatches between “grammatical-ungrammatical” and
“attested-unattested” (see e.g. Moreton 2002).

In this section, I build on Boersma’s (2004) critique of Keller’s (2000; 2006) HG account of gradient acceptability to
argue that:

(28) No extant HG or OT approach to gradient acceptability satisfactorily accounts for both gradient well-formedness
and gradient ill-formedness

I also propose a new metric for gradient acceptability in HG.

4.1 Gradient acceptability in HG

One of the fundamental arguments for HG is that Harmony scores provide a means of modeling degrees of acceptability
(Legendre et al. 1990a, 2006a). In the standard account (see also Keller 2000; 2006), degree of acceptability = H .
The abstract example in (29), shows how multiple violations of a single constraint leads to decreased H , and hence
decreased acceptability.

(29) Standard HG account:H(Output-12) >H(Output-22)

Weight 1.5 1 H
Input-1 M#-. F#$*/

Output-11 -1 -1
Output-12 -1 -1.5

Weight 1.5 1 H
Input-2 M#-. F#$*/

Output-21 -2 -2
Output-22 -2 -3

Boersma (2004) points out an apparently fatal flaw in this approach: because it does not relativize acceptability to the
Input, in many cases ill-formed structures will receive higher scores than well-formed ones (see also Legendre et al.
2006b: 354 for a related conceptual critique of Legendre et al. 1990a, 2006a).

(30) A problem for the standard HG account: H(Output-21) >H(Output-12)

Weight 3 2 1 H
Input-1 C1 C2 C3

Output-11 -2 -6
Output-12 -2 -4

Weight 3 2 1 H
Input-2 C1 C2 C3

Output-21 -1 -2
Output-22 -1 -1
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A ’real-life’ example using Lombardi’s (1999) analysis of final devoicing (see Boersma for syntactic examples):

(31) A problem for the standard HG account: H([pad]) >H([bam.bam])

Weight 3 2 1 H
/bambam/ I"&)*-O)(-V%& *V!$%& I"-V%&

[pam.pam] -2 -2 -8
[pam.bam] -1 -1 -1 -6

[bam.bam] -2 -4

Weight 3 2 1 H
/pad/ I"&)*-O)(-V%& *V!$%& I"-V%&

[pad] -1 -2
[pat] -1 -1

To make gradient ill-formedness comparative and relative, I propose that Acceptability is the di!erence between the
Harmony of a mapping and the most harmonic alternative:

(32) Acceptability(x) =H(x) -H(y)

Where x is a candidate mapping, and y is the most harmonic mapping for the same Input, and where x ! y

Using this metric, grammatical forms get positive scores, and ungrammatical ones get negative scores:

(33) Acceptability([bam.bam]) =H([bam.bam]) -H([pam.bam]) = 2

Acceptability([pad]) =H([pad]) -H([pat]) = -1

Cumulative ill-formedness continues to be predicted under the revised HG Acceptability metric, as the following
calculation for (29) shows:

(34) Acceptability(Output-12) =H(Output-12) -H(Output-11) = -0.5

Acceptability(Output-22) =H(Output-22) -H(Output-21) = -1

As far as I know, there is no current OT account of gradient acceptability that addresses this problem, and deals with
both gradient ill-formedness and well-formedness.

4.2 Gradient acceptability in OT

Coetzee’s (2004) account compares performance on the constraint hierarchy for Output candidates from di!erent
Inputs (see also Everett and Berent 1998). As such, it has the same weakness as the standard HG account:

(35) A problem for cross-tableau comparison

I"&)*-O)(-V%& *V!$%& I"-V%&
/bambam/! [bam.bam] **
/pad/! [pad] *

OT accounts of gradient acceptability that are Input-relative involve considerable elaboration of the theory, and work
only on one side of the ill-formed/well-formed divide:
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(36) a. The account of gradient well-formedness in Pater (2005) involves the postulation of lexically specific
faithfulness constraints for every lexical item, and requires the calculation of the outcome of every possible
indexation to determine degree of well-formedness for a nonce word. As Hayes and Wilson (2006) point out,
it does not extend to gradient ill-formedness.

b. The account of gradient ill-formedness in Boersma (2004) involves the incorporation of numerical values of
constraints, and the calculation of the percentage of times each candidate wins relative to the other candidates.
This account does not extend to gradient well-formedness, since by definition attested (non-variable) forms
win 100% of the time.

5 Gradual HG learning, cumulativity, and gradience

One of the advantages of HG over OT is that it is compatible with the broad range of learning algorithms (and estima-
tion and optimization procedures) that have been developed for linear models.

A particularly simple such algorithm is the Perceptron update rule of Rosenblatt (1958). Like the Gradual Learning
Algorithm for stochastic OT (GLA; Boersma 1998; Boersma and Hayes 2001), and some implementations of the
constraint demotion algorithm (Tesar and Smolensky 1998, 2000), Perceptron is on-line and error-driven. Given the
learner’s error and the correct observed mapping, the weight of each constraint is updated as follows:

(37) Add n(vE - vC) to the weight of each constraint

Where 0 < n < 1, vE = number of violations incurred by the error, vC = number of violations incurred by the
correct form

For comparison’s sake, the GLA can be stated as:

(38) Add n to the weight of each constraint for which vE > vC, and subtract n from the weight of each constraint
for which vE < vC

In the GLA, the degree of di!erence between violations on a constraint in the error and correct form is irrelevant (as it
should be for OT evaluation).

The Perceptron coe"cient adjustment procedure is similar to that used in:

(39) GLM regression analysis (see Keller 2006)

Stochastic gradient ascent for log-linear models of probability (see Jäger to appear)

Connectionist descendents of Perceptron (see papers in Smolensky and Legendre 2006)

The Perceptron model has a convergence/correctness proof, which is extended to part-of-speech tagging by Collins
(2002). Collins’ proof seems to further extend to an application of Perceptron with HG, and testing indicates that this
grammar/learning model does correctly converge, even when the HG grammar has noisy evaluation, as in stochastic
OT (Boersma and Pater in prep.). The GLA/stochastic OT combination is demonstrably non-convergent (Pater 2008).
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5.1 Gradual HG learning and cumulativity

Gradual learning with HG predicts the emergence of cumulative constraint interaction, as we saw in Japanese loan-
words. This can be modeled in Praat 4.6 (Boersma and Weenink 2007), in which the learner can be run with HG
evaluation, and with the learning rule in (37).

The learning data were three representative words, distributed with equal frequency. At the initial state, the learner
made errors on all three:

I ran the simulation with settings similar to those of (Boersma and Levelt 2000): plasticity was fixed at 0.1 throughout,
which for the learning rule in (37) means n = 0.1.

The di!erence from the Boersma and Levelt simulation is HG evaluation, whose results can be seen in the state of the
grammar after 1000 pieces of learning data:
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Thus, the Japanese loanword pattern is a predicted stage of gradual HG learning. See Jesney and Tessier (in prep.) for
results on modeling stages of child language acquisition.

5.2 Gradual learning and frequency-based gradience

A weighted constraint grammar that is learned gradually will reflect frequency di!erences in the relative weights of
constraints. Even when these di!erences don’t e!ect the outcome in I-O mappings, they can a!ect acceptability scores,
both for the observed forms, and for ill-formed candidates (see relatedly Zuraw 2000).

A simple hypothetical case of a frequency skewing:

(40) In onset clusters, C2 is coronal 91% of the time

I submitted the following distribution of onset clusters to Praat with the standard settings for learning (except for HG
evaluation/learning).

(41) Frequency of input data

klV 91%

kwV 9%

The markedness constraints (C2-Oral, C2-Lab, C2-Cor) began at 100, and the faithfulness constraint began at 10. The
following shows the resulting grammar, and its evaluation of the attested forms, as well as two ill-formed onsets:
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Both the relative Acceptability of the attested forms, and of the ill-formed clusters, is a!ected by the weighting C2-
Lab > C2-Cor. This highlights an important di!erence between this phonological approach to gradient phonotactics,
and a theory that relied only on raw segmental probability (see relatedlyMoreton 2002; Albright 2006; Hayes and
Wilson 2006):

(42) Generalization based on phonological constraints leads to predicted asymmetries in structures of equal fre-
quency, based on distributional di!erences elsewhere in the language, and on universals that are encoded in
the constraint set

6 Conclusions

To return to the main point of this talk, we can look at one of Ohala and Ohala’s stimulus pairs in terms of the HG
account of gradient acceptability

(43) Cumulative ill-formedness in HG
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Weight 100 10 H
/xlox/ *+ I"&)*-C!)*
[xlox] -2 -200
[klok] -2 -20

Acceptability(xlox) = -180

Weight 100 10 H
/xlit/ *+ I"&)*-C!)*
[xlit] -1 -100
[klit] -1 -10

Acceptability(xlit) = -90

[xlox] would be rated worse than [xlit]: this fits Ohala and Ohala’s results.

The typological prediction is that a language that hardens a velar fricative in the presence of another one in the same
word is impossible, since it would require contradictory weighting conditions:

(44) No cumulative ill-formedness in HG

/xlox/! [klok]: w(*x) > w(Ident-Cont)

/xlit/! [xlit]: w(Ident-Cont) > w(*x)

This seems to fit with what we find typologically.

Much remains to be done in terms of further developing and evaluating HG as a theory of typology and of gradient
acceptability, as well as better understanding the nature of cumulativity in di!erent domains.
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